In this note, a recent work in Won (2011) which investigates properties of the newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts is revisited and a complete proof is provided for the conjecture on the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the expected profit. The proof considers the generalized newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts extended with positive shortage cost and salvage value which have not been considered in the previous newsvendor models under progressive multiple discounts. Without relying on derivatives, we prove that the expected profit under progressive multiple discounts are consistently greater than or equal to the one under no-discounts for every order quantity as far as her multiple discounts do not decrease customer demand, and therefore, the optimal expected profit under progressive multiple discounts is always greater than or equal to the one under no-discounts. As by-products from the proof, some interesting features of the generalized newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts are revealed.
Introduction
Khouja [3, 4] formulated an extended newsvendor problem under progressive multiple discounts and used a numerical example to show that multiple discounts provide larger optimal order quantity and higher expected profit than using no-discounts. Recently, Won [11] As can be seen in the next section, complicated mathematical expressions for the expected profit and cost of the newsvendor facing progressive multiple discounts prevent from adopting derivative-based approach for the purpose of proving the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the expected profit. Encouraged by the benefit from a derivative-free approach for proving the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the riskless profit, we provide a complete proof of the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the expected profit without using derivatives.
Our proof is motivated by a recent trend in which the optimal order quantity is derived without using derivatives, such as in determining economic order quantity [2, 5, 7, 9, 10] . Because our proof shows that using multiple discounts results in constantly higher or equal profit than using no-discounts for every order quantity, the retailer can safely implement multiple discounts for customers even if she may not order the optimal quantity due to the realistic restriction such as budget or warehouse capacity limit as far as her multiple discounts do not decrease customer demand. Higher optimal expected profit of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts follows immediately as a by-product of our proof.
In addition, since our proof considers with the generalized newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts extended with shortage cost and salvage value which have not been considered in the previous newsvendor models under progressive multiple discounts, it can increase practical usefulness of the decision based on the result obtained from the proof.
The note is organized as follows. In section 2, notation and definitions are introduced and previous related work is described briefly. Section 3 provides rigorous proofs for the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the riskless profit and expected profit. The last section gives a sum-mary of the note and a suggestion for future research.
Notation and Related Work

Notation and Definition
To prove the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts, we define the following notation： [3, 4] .
The retailer cost function for order quantity Q under demand x in the classical newsvendor pro-
blem under no-discounts is given by
The retailer profit function for order quantity Q under demand x in the classical newsvendor problem under no-discounts is given by
. (2) When the positive shortage cost and salvage value are considered, the retailer cost for order quantity Q under demand x in the kth discount
In equation ( The retailer profit function for order quantity Q given a demand x in the kth discount stage is given by 
From the above settings, the expected costs and profits for a specific order quantity Q under no-discounts and multiple discounts over all discount periods are expressed as follows： 
Won's Conjecture
The conjecture raised in Won [11] is that the 
Derivative-Free Approach for the Proof
Khouja [3] found that  vendor problems under no-discounts and multiple discounts, respectively. Therefore, Won's statement is much stronger than Khouja's statement. However, as can be seen in equations (7) through ( for every order quantity Q seems to be not so promising due to their complicated formulas. The most popular measure for the optimal order quantity of the newsvendor model is the critical fractile, which is the ratio based on the unit underestimating cost of demand and the unit overestimating cost of demand, and the critical fractile can be found by using derivatives. However, in this note we do not adopt the critical fractile in the course of proof because we attempt to prove the consistent advantage of progressive 원 유 경 multiple discounts over no-discounts for every order quantity rather than the optimal order quantity alone. These are main reasons why we do not adopt derivative-based approach in order to prove Won's conjecture.
Proof of the Consistent Advantage of Progressive Multiple Discounts
Riskless Profit
First, we provide an easy alternative proof of the consistent advantage of progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the riskless profit. From equations (1) and (2) 
The expected value of the sum of retailer cost and profit for order quantity Q , called the riskless profit [6] or the maximum profit [1] , for the newsvendor problem under no-discounts is given by
From equations (3) and (5), for   , we have The conventional assumption that    is generally accepted because the unit salvage value of leftover inventory at the end of the sales period is quite low [8] . Because   ≥  for every i, the term in the parenthesis of the last equality is
Expected Profit
The last inequality follows from the condition
For       ⋯ , we have
The last inequality follows since the smallest
Here, the term in the parenthesis of the last inequality is 
Concluding Remarks
In this note, we have provided a complete proof However, one question still remains unanswered rigorously. Does using progressive multiple discounts yield always larger optimal order quantity than using no-discounts even if positive shortage cost and salvage value are considered?
Providing the answer to this question is another future work to be done.
